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	Java is an excellent object-oriented programming language. It has provided many benefits to software developers, including a good object-oriented approach, implicit memory management, and dynamic linking, among others. These language characteristics are one of the main reasons for Java’s popularity and wide acceptance.

	

	But Java is much more than a programming language; it’s a whole development platform. This means that it comes with a runtime environment (JRE), which provides the virtual machine, and the standardized application programming interfaces (APIs) that help developers accomplish most of their desired tasks. The main advantages of this integrated runtime environment are its true platform independence and simplification of software development.

	

	On the other hand, scripting languages have played an important role in the information technology infrastructure for many years. They have been used for all kinds of tasks, ranging from job automation to prototyping and implementation of complex software projects.

	

	Therefore, we can conclude that the Java development platform can also benefit from scripting concepts and languages. Java developers can use scripting languages in areas proven to be most suitable for this technology. This synergy of the Java platform and scripting languages, as we will see, adds an extra quality to the overall software development process.

	

	In this book, I describe the concepts behind scripting languages, summarize solutions available to Java developers, and explore use cases and design patterns for applying scripting languages in Java applications.

	

	About the Author


	Dejan Bosanac is a professional software developer and technology consultant. He specializes in the integration and interoperability of diverse technologies, especially those related to Java and the Web. He has spent several years developing complex software projects, ranging from highly trafficked Web sites to enterprise applications, and was a member of the JSR 223 Expert Group.
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Jump Start Adobe XDSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2017

	
		Get a Jump Start on the up and coming UX design and prototyping power tool, Experience Design!

	
		Experience Design CC (also known as XD) is a brand new design tool from Adobe. With a clean, uncluttered UI and a raft of powerful features--such as live preview, Repeat Grids, artboards, symbols and collaboration tools--XD is...
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Finding Source Code on the Web for Remix and ReuseSpringer, 2013

	In recent years, searching for source code on the web has become increasingly common among professional software developers and is emerging as an area of academic research. This volume surveys past research and presents the state of the art in the area of "code retrieval on the web." This work is concerned with the algorithms, ...
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Windows XP Annoyances for Geeks, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2004
Offering dozens of on-target tips, workarounds, and warnings, Windows XP Annoyances for Geeks allows users to improve their overall experience with the popular XP operating system. And now, with this updated edition, users can also expect detailed coverage of the newly released Service Pack 2 (SP2) technology, which provides protection against...
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Distributed Systems Security: Issues, Processes and SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	How to solve security issues and problems arising in distributed systems.


	Security is one of the leading concerns in developing dependable distributed systems of today, since the integration of different components in a distributed manner creates new security problems and issues. Service oriented architectures, the...
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Computer Vision/Computer Graphics Collaboration Techniques: 5th International Conference, MIRAGE 2011, Rocquencourt, France, October 10-11, 2011.Springer, 2011


	This volume collects the papers accepted for presentation at MIRAGE 2011.

	The MIRAGE conference is recognized internationally with presentations

	coming from 19 countries despite the large worldwide economical crisis. Submissions

	from Asia dropped compared with two years ago, and were fewer, than

	those from Europe. France proved...
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The Photoshop Elements 7 Book for Digital PhotographersNew Riders Publishing, 2009
 This book breaks new ground by doing something for digital photographers that’s never been done before—it cuts through the bull and shows you exactly “how to do it.” It’s not a bunch of theory; it doesn’t challenge you to come up with your own settings or figure things out on your own. Instead, it does...
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